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The PDFs have two parts. When the special situation comes, can you make your own template? Plenty of
writing space for each day with a separate section down the bottom you can type in the title for e. Also
available individually here â€” Giveaways â€” record giveaways in more detail, including personalisation if
applicable â€” Mail tracker â€” 2 versions â€” one for recording when you have shipped customer orders and
one for all other mail e. Read More with all his responsibilities. Read More with just Microsoft Word and a
printer. What about you? It is difficult to stay on plan when chaos at work bombards you. Take a stroll through
social sites like Reddit and Pinterest. Just insert a new row when you need to and the formatting is
automatically applied to the data you enter in the cells. No need to fumble with Excel formulas or macros. But
chaos is inevitable. Having your own custom template helps, even though there are numerous apps available
for logging your travel costs. The neat PDF planner by Cristina Castro Moral structures your week around
goals, tasks, campaigns, email management, and ideas. The secret is an optimal work-life balance. The pages
are letter size but can be printed at any size you like such as half US letter, A5 page size and Happy Planner
Page size etc. The visual tracker will help you see the progress and review the big goals that are at the heart of
your objective. Vertex42 creates many excellent templates for Microsoft Office. This human flaw makes
checklists so effective. You have to sign into the Resource Library on the site before you can download the
free planner template. The Handoff Holder Time management requires one key skill most of us are bad at:
delegation. Let us help you get back to your work with this handy list of free planners you can download and
use. Maybe you will reach into your carry-on and bring out a humble paper planner and a pen to mark
anything that needs to be done. I would also recommend the next free template to improve the way to meet
your strategic goals. The advice to print several copies of the list is well taken. Or just do a Google search. Use
with Excel and print it out to keep a running record of your expenses. Sketch it out on paper first and then fire
up Microsoft Word or PowerPoint. The second works like a to-do list to log the important stuff you get done
in the core areas of your life. The Beautiful Scription Chronodex Weekly Planner So far, we have looked at
printables that force you to organize your thoughts linearly. Also, you can always take these ideas as an
inspiration and make your own!


